The MV-LX
The return of spacious,
chauffeur-driven luxury.

The first rule of luxury is comfort.
That is the entire rationale behind the
MV-LX. The perfect modern ChauffeurDriven Vehicle.
A 56" door height and low 15" step
allow for a graceful and easy entry and exit,
particularly in evening attire and high
heels. You just step inside. The large and
comfortable cabin meets ADA guidelines,

and is as accommodating for one or two
clients as for six; with easy ramp access, it
comfortably fits a client in a wheelchair
and four companions. The MV-LX is the
completely versatile limousine. Inside,
luxury abounds, with armchair comfort,
French-stitched supple leather seating, and
walnut trim. All conveniences are aboard,

with the available refreshment center,
power outlets, and entertainment system.
Six-passenger comfort. Huge luggage
capacity. Wheelchair accessible and
environmentally responsible with its compressed natural gas option. The MV-LX is
the perfect chauffeur-driven vehicle.
Because comfort is the ultimate luxury.

Plus all the amenities you expect
of true first-class accommodations.
Spacious main seating area is wide enough for four passengers,
sinfully comfortable for two or three.

Convenient rear power outlets.

Low 15" step-in height for easier entry and exit. Custom walnut trim throughout.

Luxurious French-stitched leather.

Beverages chill in console cooler.

Removable rear-facing seat brings total seating capacity to six.

Powered telescoping ramp disappears beneath the floor. Door opening is a cavernous 56" by 36".

MV-LX easily accommodates any size of wheelchair or scooter.

First class access and comfort for every client—in one vehicle.
The MV-LX features a powered telescoping ramp that
disappears beneath the floor and is protected from the
elements. So you can provide true VIP treatment to
everyone — in a single vehicle that meets or exceeds
ADA guidelines. And just as important as the MV-LX’s
unsurpassed accessibility is its versatility. It has comfort-

able seating for up to six. More cargo capacity than
any luxury sedan. And an optional low-emissions CNG
alternative fuel powertrain with a range of 250 miles.
So you don’t have to compromise passenger comfort,
luggage space, environmental responsibility or range.
It truly is the future of chauffeur-driven luxury.

Base MV-1 vehicle is provided by:
The Vehicle Production Group LLC, 1395 Brickell Avenue, Suite 630, Miami, FL 33131
Main Line: (786) 230-2100, Email: sales@vpgautos.com, VPGautos.com
Interior design and upgrade of MV-LX by:
Auto Concept of NY, LLC, 428 Peninsula Blvd, Hempstead, NY 11550, (516) 385-6945

Giant storage area
accommodates six full-size
suitcases and two golf travel
bags. And low loading
height eliminates the painful
“up and over” of sedan-based
limousine trunks.

